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Smart Yachting: Easily search and find the ideal yachting solution.  
INDIVIDUAL YACHTING SOLUTIONS WITH CO-OWNERSHIP AND CLUB MEMBERSHIP  
 
Life aboard a yacht is fascinating, but having your own yacht is costly and requires a lot of work.This 
is precisely where SmartYacht comes in: The company has been successfully developing alternative 
models to conventional yacht ownership for more than 10 years and has established itself as a 
leading provider of yacht co-ownership and usage models in the European yacht market. The aim is 
always to find an individual, affordable, safe and worry-free yachting solution. 
 
SmartYacht brings together the right yacht partners - regardless of whether you already own a 
yacht and wish to operate it economically, or if you are looking for a yacht share or an opportunity 
to jointly use a yacht. Ranging from the 10-meter sports boat to self-steering on inland waters, from 
chic 20 meter yachts with skipper in the Mediterranean to the elegant 50-meter yacht in the 
Caribbean with full crew – according to the motto "Search - Offer", yacht owners and interested 
parties can find the ideal match and a tailor-made solution to meet their individual needs. And this is 
how it works: Yacht owners and interested parties can deposit their personal search profile, defining 
criteria such as yacht brand, size, (desired) area, preferred usage times, price or maximum annual 
costs. SmartYacht compares supply and demand with each other and thus determines possible hits in 
its international database with more than 3000 interested parties. 
 
In order to create maximum flexibility – both for yacht owners and prospects - SmartYacht offers a 
variety of services that can be flexibly used in accordance with the desired service level - beginning 
with the regulation of all formalities at the purchase, over providing contract documents, up to 
comprehensive, professional yacht management. In particular, that means that SmartYacht ensures 
the maintenance and upkeep of the yacht all year round, organizes moorings, insurance and crew, 
keeps the bookkeeping fair and transparent and secures the shareholders against payment default 
and bankruptcy. A wide service package, ranging from the settlement of all formalities at purchase, 
through an online reservation system to the stay on board, where each shareholder always finds his 
personal equipment and own bed linen and towels with initials, rounds out the offer. 
 
Yacht owners and parties interested in a 
share or a club membership can register 
online at www.smartyacht.net quickly and 
without any obligation, defining their 
personal desires and demands, searching 
for and thus finding the ideal match. 
 
Meet SmartYacht at the Cannes Yachting 
Festival 2019 at stand QSP 110.  
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